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Oceans of the future are predicted to be more acidic and noisier, particularly

along the productive coastal fringe. This study examined the independent

and combined effects of short-term exposure to elevated CO2 and boat noise

on the predator–prey interactions of a pair of common coral reef fishes

(Pomacentrus wardi and its predator, Pseudochromis fuscus). Successful capture

of prey by predators was the same regardless of whether the pairs had been

exposed to ambient control conditions, the addition of either playback of

boat noise, elevated CO2 (925 matm) or both stressors simultaneously. The kin-

ematics of the interaction were the same for all stressor combinations and

differed from the controls. The effects of CO2 or boat noise were the same,

suggesting that their effects were substitutive in this situation. Prey reduced

their perception of threat under both stressors individually and when com-

bined, and this coincided with reduced predator attack distances and attack

speeds. The lack of an additive or multiplicative effect when both stressors

co-occurred was notable given the different mechanisms involved in sensory

disruptions and highlights the importance of determining the combined

effects of key drivers to aid in predicting community dynamics under future

environmental scenarios.
1. Introduction
Future oceans are predicted to be more acidic and noisier [1–3]. Dissolved CO2

levels in the ocean are rising in line with atmospheric CO2 [4], and CO2 levels

are projected to exceed 900 ppm from the current 390 ppm by 2100 [5]. Rising

atmospheric CO2 over the last century has already led to a reduction in ocean

pH (ocean acidification) [5]. Research has shown that elevated CO2 can affect

the acid–base balance of marine organisms [6,7] and alter the processing of sen-

sory information for organisms as diverse as crabs, molluscs and fishes [8–10].

This has marked effects on the behaviour of both fishes and invertebrates,

which can affect survival [11–13]. Moreover, recent evidence suggests that

some fishes may not be able to acclimate to the behavioural effects of elevated

CO2 over multiple generations [14,15].

High levels of CO2 also alter the fundamental properties of seawater so that

by the end of the century there will be reduced absorption of sound energy and

thus increased propagation of acoustic energy over greater distances [16].

Absorption of low-frequency, biologically important sound is predicted to be

reduced by 60% in high-latitude areas by 2100. When this physical amplifica-

tion of sound through the alteration of the transmission medium is combined

with the increase in anthropogenic sound predicted through the increased

usage of coastal waterways [1], noise becomes one of the most rapidly increas-

ing and largely unmanaged forms of pollution that will impact the oceans of

tomorrow. Marine organisms of the near future will live in coastal areas that
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are both noisier and more acidic, but the effect of these two

factors on community dynamics and the extent to which

they interact are unknown.

Marine organisms hear and produce sound at frequencies

that directly overlap with those emitted by the operation of a

variety of motorboats, ships, seismic surveys and pile-driving

operations [1,17]. Anthropogenic noise can compete with

naturally produced sound, leading to masking of vocal com-

munication (i.e. failure to recognize the occurrence of one

type of sound as a result of the interfering presence of noise

[18]) and inappropriate decisions (e.g. when faced with a simu-

lated predator [19]). Fishes and invertebrates produce sounds

during reproductive behaviour, territorial defence and preda-

tor avoidance [20,21]. Fishes also use this biological sound

for orientation [21,22], and to inform important decisions,

such as where to settle at the end of the larval phase [23–25].

Masking, distraction and the avoidance of some sounds have

all been shown in laboratory studies and in some cases are pre-

dicted to occur under natural conditions, based on auditory

capabilities and noise levels (e.g. [26,27]). Boat noise has

recently been shown to affect predator–prey dynamics

[19,28], but the mechanisms underlying these effects are

poorly understood.

Recent research suggests that the physiology and behav-

iour of fishes is sensitive to elevated CO2 and anthropogenic

noise when examined in isolation. For instance, both noise

and elevated CO2 can affect foraging behaviour, space use,

activity levels, mating success, metabolism and even offspring

survival [19,29–31]. While there can be some consistency in the

nature of the reaction to isolated stressors, the type of response

to coincident multiple stressors is seldom clear. For example, if

multiple stressors affect similar mechanistic pathways, an addi-

tive effect may be found [32]. By contrast, antagonistic or

synergistic effects may occur if the stressors affect different

pathways, depending on the magnitude and direction of the

response to each stressor [33].

Coral reefs are an excellent study system in which to

explore the interactive effects of elevated CO2 and anthropo-

genic noise. Coral reef fishes have evolved in oceans with

relatively stable chemistry [34] and they appear to live close

to their upper tolerance limits because small changes in CO2

can lead to major behavioural affects [12]. Moreover, tropical

regions have some of the fastest-growing human populations

and these communities rely on the coastal areas to supply

much of their protein. This pressure and the increasing

globalization of economies have meant that the exposure of

inshore tropical coastal areas to noise from shipping and

boats has dramatically increased in recent decades [35,36].

The aim of this study was to explore the interactive effects

of elevated CO2 and boat noise on the dynamics (kinematics)

that underlie predator–prey interactions in fishes. A common

fish predator and juvenile fish prey were exposed to control

(385 matm) or elevated CO2 (925 matm) and playback of ambi-

ent reef noise or recordings that included motorboats, and

placed together to examine in detail how the two factors

affected the fishes’ interaction. Newly settled fish were

chosen as prey because the life-history shift between pelagic

larvae and settled juvenile represents an important bottleneck

where mortality is intense and selective [37,38]. This means

that anything that changes the interaction between predators

and their prey can have marked consequences for the distri-

bution of traits that enter the juvenile population. Our

prediction based on previous research was that predators
may be less affected by both elevated CO2 [39,40] and noise

from small motorboats [19] than the damselfish prey, and

this will have implications for prey mortality trajectories.
2. Material and methods
(a) Study species
Juveniles of the damselfish, Pomacentrus wardi (Pomacentridae),

were used as the prey species, while the dottyback, Pseudochromis
fuscus (Pseudochromidae), was used as the predator. Pseudochromis
fuscus is common, widely distributed throughout the Indo-Pacific

and is an important predator of newly settled coral reef fishes [41].

Settlement-stage larvae of P. wardi (13.6+1.3 mm mean stan-

dard length (SL)+ s.d.) were collected overnight using light traps

moored in open water around Lizard Island (140408 S, 1450288 E), in

the northern Great Barrier Reef, Australia. Fish were sorted to

species and transferred to 35 l aquaria supplied with a continuous

flow of either control (present-day CO2; 385 matm) or elevated-

CO2 seawater (925 matm; see electronic supplementary material,

file) for 6 to 8 days, with the inflow pipe underwater to reduce

noise. Four or more days in elevated CO2 water has been found

to be sufficient to elicit the full extent of behavioural effects

of high CO2 [29,42]. Pomacentrus wardi were fed 3 times daily to

satiation with newly hatched Artemia sp.

Adult Ps. fuscus were collected with a hand net and a dilute

solution of clove oil and ethanol from around the shallow fring-

ing reef off Lizard Island. Immediately after collection, fish were

transported back to the Lizard Island Research Station where

they were housed separately in mesh baskets within 30 l aquaria

to avoid aggressive interactions. Fish were randomly assigned to

either of the two CO2 treatments for 6–8 days and were fed 2

juvenile reef fish morning and night, and then not fed for the

last 24 h prior to the interaction trial to standardize for satiation.

(b) Sound recordings and playback
Ambient reef sounds were recorded mid-water from the shallow

(6 m) back reef of Lizard Island, 20 m from the nearest reef edge.

The noise from four 5 m long dinghies with 30 hp 2-stroke

Suzuki outboard motors (DT30) was also recorded over the same

area as the ambient reef sound, with the boats travelling 20–

100 m from the recording devices. Acoustic pressure was

measured using a calibrated omnidirectional hydrophone

(HiTech HTI-96-MIN with inbuilt preamplifier, with a manufac-

turer-calibrated sensitivity of 164.3 dB re 1 V mPa21; frequency

range 0.02–30 kHz; calibrated by the manufacturer; High Tech

Inc., Gulfport, MS) and a digital recorder (PCM-M10, 48 kHz

sampling rate; Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). Particle accelera-

tion was measured using a calibrated triaxial accelerometer

(M20 L; sensitivity following a curve over the frequency range

0–3 kHz; calibrated by the manufacturer; Geospectrum Technol-

ogies, Dartmouth, Canada) and a digital 4-track recorder (Boss

BR-800, 44.1 kHz sampling rate; Roland Corporation, Los Angeles,

CA). Recording levels used with each set-up were calibrated using

pure sine wave signals from a function generator with a measured

voltage recorded in line on an oscilloscope.

Ambient reef sound and boat noise tracks were looped (using

AUDACITY v. 2.0.2, http://audacity.sourceforge.net) to form 20 min

tracks and these were played in random order through underwater

speakers as treatment sound sources. The sound systems used for

playbackof ambient and boat noise recordings consisted of a battery

(12v 7.2 Ah sealed lead-acid), WAV/MP3 player (GoGEAR Vibe,

frequency response 0.04–20 kHz; Philips, The Netherlands), ampli-

fier (M033N, 18 W, frequency response 0.04–20 kHz; Kemo

Electronic GmbH, Germany) and speaker (University Sound UW-

30; maximal output 156 dB re 1 mPa at 1 m, frequency response

0.1–10 kHz; Lubell Labs, Columbus, OH). These playback

http://audacity.sourceforge.net
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Figure 1. Analysis of acoustic conditions. Spectral content of field recordings
of ambient and motorboat noise (at 20 and 100 m), and measurements of
playback within a 1000 l mesocosm, measured in both (a) acoustic pressure
and (b) particle acceleration. Mean power spectral density of all conditions are
shown; recordings averaged over 1 min. The hydrophone and accelerometer
were placed in the middle of the interaction arena for recordings of playback
characteristics. Sounds were analysed using the PaPAM acoustics analysis
package (see [43]) using MATLAB v. 2014a, with fft length ¼ sampling fre-
quency (48 kHz), Hamming evaluation window and 50% window overlap.
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recordings were played within 1000 l plastic cattle troughs (Reln;

water depth 70 cm) 650 mm from the polypropylene interaction

arena (electronic supplementary material, figure S1).

The same hydrophone that recorded the initial ambient reef

and boat noise tracks in the field was used to record the sound

in the middle of the interaction arena of the ambient reef and

boat noise played through the speakers within the 1000 l tank.

The frequency of the ambient reef sound, boat noise tracks and

their playback recordings were then compared to determine

the extent to which playback represented boat noise within a

shallow reef (figure 1).
(c) Interaction trials
Predator–prey interactions were measured using the standard

protocol established by Allan et al. [40,44]. Briefly, this involved

placing a predator and prey fish into an experimental white poly-

propylene tank (Nally IH051, 645 � 413 � 276 mm, 10 cm water

height; 2.5 mm wall thickness), with a predator being placed in

the main elliptical arena (1452 cm2) and prey in a 50 mm diameter

grey pipe. The whole arena was covered with a white plastic (Cor-

flute) board to remove any visual disturbances. Fish were given a

15 min acclimation period prior to the commencement of the trial.

The start of the trial involved carefully lifting up the pipe enclosing

the prey by means of a nylon string, which secured the pipe to the

ceiling of the tank. The interaction between predator and prey was

then filmed at high speed (480 fps) for 10 min or until the prey had

been consumed (Casio EX-ZR1000). To standardize the position of
the predator, trials only commenced when the predator was at

least 10 cm away from the prey’s acclimation pipe. Water within

the arena was the same temperature as the holding tanks and

because of the difficulties in producing enough CO2-enriched sea-

water, control CO2 seawater was used in the test arena. Previous

research has shown that fishes exposed to elevated CO2 water

maintain their altered behavioural effects for least 48 h once trans-

ferred to seawater containing present-day CO2 levels [29,42].

Moreover, the fast start of juvenile damselfish has been shown to

be affected by conditioning with elevated CO2, regardless of

whether they were tested in water that had control or elevated

levels of CO2 [42].

Kinematic variables were measured based on the centre of mass

(COM) of the fish when stretched straight (based on [45]). COM

was assumed to be at 35% of the body length from the tip of the

snout as it is the case for generalist fish [46]. Stage 1 and 2 where

defined is based upon directional changes of the anterior part of

the body of the fish, based on Domenici & Blake [46]. Predator

attacks were measured only when a predator showed a fast-

directed burst towards the prey (greater than 3 body lengths s21).

All variables, with the exception of number of prey caught, were

measured using only the first attack that occurred within a trial.

This was done to control for any anaerobic stress either the predator

or prey may have experienced due to prolonged attacks. Both pre-

dators and prey were used once to avoid habituation to the

experimental procedure. Prey suffering was minimal as prey were

consumed immediately following a successful strike.

The following performance variables were measured:

Prey

(1) Prey reaction distance (m): the distance between the prey

COM and the tip of the predator’s snout at the onset of the

escape response to a predator attack.

(2) Apparent looming threshold (ALT) for prey avoidance

responses to a predatory strike, a measure of the magnitude

of the prey’s response to the perceived threat of predation.

The higher the perceived threat, the higher is the ALT (in

radians s21) measured at the onset of the escape response

and measured as the rate of change of the angle (a) subtended

by the predator’s frontal profile as seen by the prey. Previous

work has shown that fish tend to react to an approaching

stimulus (a predator) when a given threshold of da/dt (i.e.

ALT) is reached. ALT is calculated as (4US)/(4D2 þ S2),

based on Dill [47] and Webb [48], where U ¼ predator speed,

calculated as the speed of the predator in the frame prior to

the prey’s response; S ¼maximum frontal profile calculated

as (max. depth þmax. width)/2, where max. depth was esti-

mated to be positioned at one-quarter of the body length of

the predator (personal observation) and max. width at 0.25 l

of the predator; and D is the distance from the prey’s eye to

the point of the predator’s maximum profile calculated as

RD þ 0.25Lpred, where RD is the prey’s reaction distance.

(3) Prey escape distance (m): the straight-line distance between

the prey COM at the onset of the escape response and at the

end of the escape response (i.e. when the prey came to a halt).

(4) Mean prey escape speed (m s21): was measured as the distance

covered within a fixed time (24 ms). This fixed duration was

based on the average duration (22.8 ms) of the first two flips

of the tail (the first two axial bends, i.e. stages 1 and 2 defined

based on Domenici & Blake [46], which is the period considered

crucial for avoiding ambush predator attacks [45]).

Predator

(5) Capture success: percentage of trials in which the predator

ingested the prey within the 10 min filming period, out of

the total number of trials for each treatment.

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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(6) Predation rate: capture success divided by the number of

attacks per unit time.

(7) Attack rate: number of attacks per unit time, measured for

each interaction.

(8) Predator attack distance (m): the straight-line distance

between the predator COM at the time the attack com-

menced and the end of the attack (end is defined as when

the predator came to a halt).

(9) Maximum predator attack speed (m s21): the top speed

achieved at any point in time during the attack, based on

the predator COM.

(d) Statistical analyses
To determine whether predator attack rate was affected by CO2

pretreatment or boat noise a two-factor ANOVA was undertaken.

Data were rank-transformed to meet the assumption of normality.

To test whether capture rate was independent of sound or CO2

exposure, capture success was compared among treatment combi-

nations using 4 � 2 contingency table analysis. To test whether the

kinematics of the predator–prey interaction were affected by pre-

conditioning with elevated CO2, boat noise or their interaction, a

multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was undertaken.

MANOVA has the advantage over univariate tests because it

tests for the equality of all independent variables among treat-

ments while taking into account the interactions between

variables. Canonical discriminant analysis (CDA) was then used

to summarize, identify and display the nature of the significant

differences found by MANOVA. CDA identifies a number of

trends in the dataset (canonical variates) that maximally discrimi-

nate among the treatment group centroids. Trends in the original

variables (prey reaction distance, prey escape distance, prey

escape speed, ALT, predator attack distance and predator attack

speed) were represented as vectors given by correlations of these

variables with the canonical variates. These vectors were plotted

on the first two canonical axes, together with centroids of the

CO2 by sound treatment combinations. The strength or importance

of each of the original variables in discriminating among groups

was displayed graphically as the length of these vectors. Paired

tests of Mahalanobis distances enabled the determination of

whether the position of the centroids differed from one another.

To further aid interpretation of the trends in kinematics, two-

factor ANOVAs were conducted on the individual dependent

variables. Prior to all analysis the assumptions of normality and

homogeneity were examined using residual analysis. Prey reaction

distance and predator attack distance required square-root trans-

formation, while prey escape distance, prey escape speed, ALT

and predator attack speed required log10 transformation. Statistics

were undertaken using STATISTICA (v. 13.2).
3. Results
The pressure and particle acceleration conditions during the

ambient noise treatment were matched and compared with

the original field recordings (figure 1a,b). Acoustic pressure

with motorboat noise at frequencies greater than 500 Hz was

slightly greater in the experimental tank compared with that

measured in field conditions (figure 1a). By contrast, particle

acceleration was lower in the tank at frequencies greater than

500 Hz during playback of motorboat noise compared with

field recordings (figure 1b). There was a clear difference

between boat and ambient conditions in the field recordings

and also during playback of these recordings in tanks. While

playback using underwater speakers combined with tank-

based acoustics can cause deviations from the original field

acoustic conditions, levels of pressure and particle acceleration
in the experimental arena were balanced as well as possible to

match field conditions, and were both higher during playback

of motorboat noise than during playback of ambient noise,

providing a treatment with additional noise and a control.

The attack rate of dottybacks was not affected by CO2

pretreatment, sound treatment or their interaction (p . 0.2;

figure 2a). The capture rate also did not differ among

treatment combinations (x2 ¼ 0.80, p ¼ 0.85; figure 2b).

There was a significant effect of CO2 pretreatment on the

overall kinematics of the predator–prey interaction (MANOVA,

Pillai’s trace ¼ 0.21, F6,63 ¼ 2.83, p ¼ 0.017), but no effect of

boat noise ( p ¼ 0.059) or their interaction ( p ¼ 0.30). A CDA

showed that treatment combinations were principally dis-

criminated by the efficiency of predators (i.e. predator attack

distance and speed), and the ability of the prey to detect the

threat (i.e. ALT). The first canonical variate accounted for

78% of the discrimination among treatments and separated

the 385 matm CO2-ambient sound treatment from the other

three treatment combinations (figure 3). Tests between the

treatment centroids on the Mahalanobis distances found that

the 385 matm CO2-ambient sound treatment differed from the

other three treatments (p , 0.03), which did not differ

from one another (p . 0.47). Interpreting the CDA in relation

to the strength and direction of trends in the original variables

suggested that fish in the 385 matm CO2-ambient sound

treatment had higher predator attack distances, attack

speeds, ALT, but lower prey reaction distances than the other

three treatment combinations. Separate two-factor ANOVAs

reinforced this interpretation, with non-significant tests for all

variables except predator attack distances, attack speeds

and ALT that had significant effects of CO2 pretreatment

(figure 2c–e; electronic supplementary material, table S2).
4. Discussion
Both elevated CO2 and boat noise in isolation has been pre-

viously shown to negatively affect the performance of juvenile

fishes under the threat of a real or simulated predator [19,29–

31]. However, this is the first study to examine the potential

interactive effects of elevated CO2 and boat noise conditions

on predation for any system. Our study indicates that elevated

anthropogenic noise, as represented by the playback of boat

noise, had a similar effect on the kinematics of the predator–

prey response to elevated CO2 conditions when in isolation.

There was no evidence of an interaction between stressors in

the way they affected the predator–prey interaction studied.

Our finding that all the stressor treatments grouped together

with respect to their effects on interaction dynamics suggests

that elevated CO2 and noise influence the predator–prey inter-

action in a similar way. This finding is important as one of the

challenges to predicting future community dynamics is the

unpredictability of synergistic effects that can manifest when

stressors co-occur.

Previous experiments have found that elevated CO2 on its

own is sufficient to alter the dynamics between predators and

prey [40]. For our study, capture rates were statistically simi-

lar under ambient reef sound conditions when fish had been

pre-exposed to current or elevated CO2. Despite a similarity

in capture success, the kinematics underlying the interaction

were fundamentally different. Apparent looming threshold,

which is a measure of the magnitude of threat perceived by

prey, was lower under elevated CO2, which meant predators

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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were able to get closer to their prey before an escape was

initiated. Moreover, predator success was the same across

CO2 treatments despite their attack speed after the CO2 treat-

ment being half the speed of the predators preconditioned

with ambient CO2. This finding contrasts with the only two

detailed studies of kinematics of predator–prey reactions

under elevated CO2, both of which have used similar inter-

action arenas to the present study. Similar to the current

study, Allan et al. [40] found that the treatment of both pred-

ator (Ps. fuscus) and prey ( juvenile P. amboinensis) with

elevated CO2 had no effect on predator success. However,

unlike the current study, Allan et al. found that none of the

kinematic variables recorded in the current study were

affected by CO2 treatment, with the exception of prey

escape distance, which was 40% shorter in CO2-treated

prey. These differences between studies may be due to

species-specific differences in prey tolerance to CO2 affecting

the predator–prey dynamic, and marked differences in the

tolerance of four damselfish species of the genus Pomacentrus
to elevated CO2 have previously been demonstrated [49].

Interestingly, Allan et al. [44] used the same species as the

current study in an examination of the interactive effects of

elevated temperature and CO2. Elevated CO2 led to an

increase in predator success but not attack rate, in contrast

to the current study. However, the mechanism underlying

the predator success was also similar, with most prey

kinematic variables not being affected by elevated CO2,

suggesting that P. wardi are relatively tolerant to the

behavioural effects of high CO2.

Playback of noise from small motorboats also had a marked

effect on the predator–prey interaction. Under ambient CO2

conditions, the addition of boat noise did not increase predator

capture success, but boat noise did reduce both predator attack

distance and speed. These predator effects may represent an

alteration in the dottyback foraging strategy as a consequence

of a reduction in the ability of the P. wardi to respond to the

threat, as indicated by a reduction in ALT under boat noise.

A previous series of laboratory and field experiments using
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dottyback and P. amboinensis found that dottybacks are less

affected by boat noise than their damselfish prey [19]. Boat

noise elevated the respiration of the juvenile damselfish but

not the dottyback, suggesting that the prey were stressed by

boat noise, while the predator was largely unaffected. This

stress effect appeared to reduce the latency to respond to a

looming stimulus in the presence of real boat noise, and led

to a marked increase in capture success in both laboratory

and field-based experiments. Evidence to date therefore

suggests that, while the kinematics affected by boat noise

under ambient CO2 were mostly predator-related variables,

these may simply represent an active behavioural adjustment

by the predator to the altered reaction of the damselfish prey

to threat.

Capture rates by predators were the same between control

conditions (i.e. ambient sound and CO2) and future multi-

stressor conditions (i.e. higher noise and CO2). However,

kinematic analysis suggests that while the capture rates were

the same, the dynamics of the predator–prey interaction that

led to successful capture were different. Despite the predators

in the ambient treatment having the fastest attack speeds and

longest attack distances, this did not improve their capture suc-

cess, probably due to the extra-vigilant prey, as indicated by

the high apparent looming threshold of the prey. In contrast,

predators from treatments that elevated CO2 or noise levels

underperformed, as did the prey with respect to their ability

to perceive threat (i.e. ALT). Results of this and other studies

that have looked at the combined effects of stressors on preda-

tor–prey dynamics emphasize that the outcome of the

interaction depends strongly not only on the way each species

is affected by the stressor, but also their motivation to respond

(e.g. [44]).
The way boat noise affected predator success was altered

by exposure to elevated CO2, suggesting an interaction

between stressors on the predator–prey dynamic, though

this was not statistically significant due to high variability

among replicate trials and consequently low effect sizes in uni-

variate tests. This trend for an interaction between stressors is

clear in the multivariate and univariate analyses, with the

effects of boat noise differing in the presence of elevated CO2.

Interestingly, when boat noise and elevated CO2 occurred on

the same individuals, the effects on capture success and kin-

ematics were the same as the effects of boat noise and

elevated CO2 independent of one another, suggesting a lack

of additive or multiplicative effects when the stressors co-

occurred. This is perhaps surprising given mechanisms

suggested for the independent effects are quite different for

each stressor. Research suggests that the effects of elevated

CO2 on behaviour are manifest in fishes and some invertebrates

through an imbalance in plasma chloride and bicarbonate ion

concentrations as a result of acid–base regulation, causing the

reversal of ionic fluxes through GABA(A) receptors, leading to

altered neuronal function [7]. By contrast, boat noise has been

suggested to operate through sensory disruption [50], sensory

cell damage [51] or acoustic masking [18]. The combined stres-

sors may have been sufficient to distract the predator and

reduce their motivation to feed as suggested by a trend towards

a reduced mean attack rate. This is the first study to suggest that

there may be an interaction between elevated CO2 and anthro-

pogenic noise on predator–prey dynamics, and these findings

suggest that further study is warranted.

This study, like many others, used stable CO2 levels.

However, in nature CO2 levels can vary, at times markedly

over tidal or seasonal cycles [52,53]. Jarrold et al. [54]
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experimentally examined the effects of elevated CO2 on the be-

haviour of the spiny chromis, Acanthochromis polyacanthus, but

allowed CO2 levels to vary diurnally by 300 or 500 matm

around the average levels. They found that diel fluctuations

offset the negative impacts of high CO2 on behaviour, but

these behavioural abnormalities were manifest once levels

reached mean CO2 levels of above 900 matm, similar to the

levels used in the current study. Though the current research

design represents a simplified version of future environmen-

tal conditions, our findings are a useful first step in

determining how future CO2 and noise conditions may affect

predator–prey interactions on reefs of the future.

There is a mounting acknowledgement from researchers,

managers and policymakers that anthropogenic stressors,

such as elevated CO2 and marine noise, are not reversible but

are inevitable [55–57]. Management is now turning towards

the prediction of a future in which degraded natural resources

must sustain existing and new forms of exploitation. Our

unique examination of the independent and interactive effects

of future CO2 and noise on a key community process is an

initial important step towards understanding how community

dynamics will change under future environmental conditions.
Undertaking experiments that explore the interaction of com-

munity stressors on a broader range of species and under a

greater range of environmental conditions will be crucial for

the realistic management of future marine resources.
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